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Blue St:reaks Seek t:o Annex Senior Guild Sponsors Father l-lubbard
Fifth Straight Win in Clash Lecture on uCiiff Dwellers of Far North"
'.' it!l
Wit:h Toledo at: St:adium
Brisk Ticket: Sale Assures Capacity Crowd at: Carroll Auditorium, Sunday Night:
As Glacier Priest Makes First Cleveland Appearance in Seven Years

By B ob Vitek
By John Dowling
.
•
Victors over St. Francis, Baldwin-Wallace, St. Joseph's, and Case, the
Rev. Bernard R. H ubbard S. J ., the "Glacier Priest," w ill v isit Cleveland for the first time m seven
John Carroll University Blue Streaks will attempt to make it five straight years Sunday evening, November 5. He will exh ibit h is latest m otion pict ure, "Cliff Dwellers of the Far
when they play the Toledo Rockets at the Stadium Saturday afternoon. North ," in the John Carroll U ni ve rsity a u dito rium. F a ther Hubbard w ill appear Sunday under the
\Vith only the Reserve Red Cats barring the way of an undiscounted auspices of the J ohn Carroll Sen ior G uild. The illustrated lecture will start at 8 :30 p.
Big Four championship and representing the only unbeatable and untied
Mrs. Char les T . Conroy, 3324 West 99th Street, president of the John Carroll Semor GUild, and .Mrs.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; W a l t e r Whelan, 4037 Meadowrook Blvd.,
team in the country from this sector, the
chairman of the ticket committee, are in
Blue Streaks will have to fight hard to
charge of accommodations. Admission
maintain their spotless record. If Car·tickets sell for one dollar each. Patron
roll continues to stay in peak form and
tickets are priced at five dollars, entitling
play that fine caliber of ball they disthe holder to three admissions. Rev. William J. Murphy S. ]. was appointed by
played in their 19-0 romp over Case last
Rev. E. C. Horne S. J., President of the
Saturday, they should not have much
University, as faculty director of the artrouble in defeating the Rockets. But if
they allow themselves to let down, their
Case was defeated twice last )Veek by
rangements for the lecture.
Father Hubbard recently returned to
record will be in danger, for the Toledo Carroll. One was the severe fight when
civilization from his eleventh Alaskan
Carroll won the football game, 19-0. The
outfit is very tough.
expedition. The venture included a 2,000Last year the Blue Streaks played the second one was inflicted. at 2 :30 a. m.
mile trip through the Boating ice of the
Rockets to a 6-6 tie and it was a far Saturday morning on the football field
Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean in a
weaker Carroll eleven than the present
40-foot open boat, a native oomiak of
one. However, every member of the in front of Bernet Hall.
flexible skin powered by two outboard
team that represented Toledo last year
The story goes as follows. Twelve
motors. Two white men, six Eskimos
is back except Captain Tony Popp, who Case men, accompanied by twelve girl
and two dogs accompanied the Glacier
played at end, and Coach Clarence "Doc" friends invaded the Carroll campus with
Priest on his latest Arctic excursion. The
Spears former mentor at Wisconsin and
small crew transported a cargo totaling
Minnesota has a very formidable outfit. a large white flag on which the letters
nearly four tons.
Out Toledo way they are boasting that C-A-S-E were painted.
Then the fight started. Joseph Hocprospects for the 1939 season are the
Fr. Hubbard Studied
brightest and best since Spears took over tor, Fr(\ncis Kelker, and Robert H ill,
Many Eskimo Habits
in 1936. Fifteen lettermen are available awakened by the noise, quickly arose and
The expedition based on King Island,
with possibilities of starting a letterman
a square mile of rock 90 miles west of
dressed
hurriedly,
then
dashed
out
to
Several newcomers re1 ""('ry po•ition.
Nome in th~ Bering Sea. Tw<' 1\1mdred
porting from last year's Fresman squad meet the foe. Three Carroll men against
Eskimos were the island's only other huhave shown very well and arc capable of twelve Case mice.
man inhabitants. Father Hubbard lived
winning varsity berths. Bobby Nash, 175
A complete rout was staged with fists
on King Island many months, devoting
pound sophomore from Akron, Ohio, has
the period to an intensive study of the
flying
followed by a quick retreat by the
shown exceptional ability at left half and
Father Bernard Hubbard, S. ]., W ith Two of His Huskies
customs, language and foods of the peohas forced Spears to move Bill Beach, invaders. Not only were the transgressple
whom the Glacier Priest describes as
second highest scorer in Ohio Ia t sea- ors sent flying, but their flag, in Case's
"among the happiest and most moral in
son, and Johnny Petrakis, another vet- own brown colors, was captured by the
the world."
eran to the quarterback position. Carl locals. It now hangs (at an angle) on the
From remote King Island, Father HubSantti and Ted Szelagewski, both soph- wall of Hill's room, 203 Bernet. It may
bard and his companions set out in July,
omores, have also looked good in the be viewed upon request.
1937, on a top-of-the-world cruise. They
backfield. At right-half, Dick Craig,
Thus did Carroll vanquish the school
visited the native. tribes located in the
(Co11tim1Cd 01~ Page 1\)
of applied science twice in one day.
extreme north, to make ethnological stud-
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Three Dorm Studes
Rout Case Invaders
From JCU Flagpole

I

Freshmen Condu.ct flection;
Ray Duffy Made General

Students Serve as Pallbearers
At Funeral of Richard Marsh
Richard K. 1\Iarsh, a student at John
Carroll last year, died early last week as
the result of injuries received in an automobile accident. Marsh had transferred
to Cornell University, in Ithaca, New
York, this semester, and he \vas in the
company of three other Cornell students
when the accident occurred.
Funeral services were held at St.
John's Cathedral on Thursday, October
26. Eight of Dick's former classmates
served as pallbearers. They included:
Francis Dillon, James Carroll, Leonard
Janchar, William Joyce, Robert Kleinhenz, William Robb, William Reilly,
and Thomas Roche. The entire junior
class, of which ).farsh would have been
a member, was excused to attend the funeral.
Dick was the only son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard F. Marsh. The Marshes I
have one other child, Mary Ellen. Mr.
Marsh has long been prominent in the
hotel business, and at the present time
R ichar d K . Marsh
is the manager of Hotel Hollenden.
Dick had the intention of following so?homore year, ~e was honored by
in his father's footsteps, and it \vas to bemg named cha irman ?f the dance
take a course in hotel management that annually sponsored by h1s class.
he transferred to Cornell this year.
The student Mass this morning was
During the two years ...be spent at said for the repose of Marsh's soul.
Carroll, he was both a popular and an Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J., was
active student. He had a pronounced celebrant of the mass; Rev. William
liking for the theater and contemporary J. Murphy, S.J., was deacon; Mr. J.
literature, and, writing on those sub- Donald Roll, S.J., was sub-deacon, and
jects, conducted a regular column for Rev. James). McQuade, served as masThe Carroll News. Last year, his ter of ceremonies.

Taking the initial step towa rd orga n izatio n , th e frosh elec ted and iesThe studies convinced Father Hubbard
installed the followi n g tempor a ry offi c e r s: Ray Du ffy of East Liver- that the Eskimos of Siberia and of North
pool, Ohio, selected genera l by h is cla ssmates ; Jam es Conforti of America descend from the same TartarNew York City, James ·whelen of
ew J er sey, R ay mond Gorski, Mongol ancestors. He found the !anformerly of John A d ams in C levelan d , a nd P e ter Corrigan, a grad- guage of both basically the same.
.
"I htve yet to find Alaskan Eskimos
uate of St. Ignatius, c h osen captams .
(Contint~.ed on Page 6)
The lieutenants include Mitchel l r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . : __ ___::.__ _ _ _ __:__.:__ __
Shaker of Niles, Frank Sullivan of T oledo, and James R ose of Sharon. Th e
rest of the lieutenan ts are from Cleveland. Warren Corrigan, Bruce Thompson, Thomas Dunnigan, Robert Harris,
Thomas Maza nec, Sylves ter Bobin ski,
Thomas Smith, Casimir R utkowski,
George Ward, Pasquale Columbro, J .
Emmet Quinn, Nicholas Duffin, E lroy
Du r in g t h e week of N o v ember 13 the annual upperclass debate
Retz laff.
to urna men t w ill b egin . The tournament is open again to all upperMilitary Organization
classmen , regardless of present or past affiliation with the John CarInsures Speedy Results
roll O rato r ical Society.
Father William J . M urphy, S.]., orAs a member of the Northeastern
ganizes the freshman class on a mili- Ohio D ebate Conference, Carroll will ing unknown to the competitors until
tary basis to insure the rapid spread of
the debate takes place.
information about meetings and drives. debate the Pi Kappa Delta intercolUp to yesterday, November 2, seven
legiate
question,
concerning
U.
S.
isoAt the conclusion of the football seateams entered the competition for the
lation
in
time
of
war.
Pi
Kappa
Delta
son, the duty of raising funds to purtrophy awarded each year by Rev . •E.
chase sweaters and numera ls fo r the states the proposition : "Resolved that C. Horne, S.J., President of the Unifrosh football players devolves upon the U nited States should follow a pol- versity. The names of the winners will
icy of .strict (economic and military)
the temporary class officers.
be inscribed on the trophy. The victors
Bernard P etty, president of the Car- isolation toward all nations outside the gain possession of the prize for one
roll Union, R obert H engesbach, and Western H emisphere engaged in armed year. 1
Gerald Nolan were the members of t he in ternational or civil conflict."
Only one of last year's four finalists
P reliminary rounds of the debate returns to the forensic wars this year.
Union committee supervising the election on Tuesday, October 24, in Room tourname nt will be conducted in class- He is Bernard Petty, president of the
228. Ray McGorray, senior class presi- rooms a t tim es convenient for the teams Carroll Union, and a senior. Petty
den t, assisted in counting th e votes. and judges involved. The final round of paired with Martin ]. McManus last
Almost two hundred freshmen cast the contest occupies, traditionally, the year to argue his way to the final round.
auditor ium stage during the last Con- Carl J. Burlage and Thomas C. Corvotes.
In February, the freshmen will vocation before Christmas vacation.
rigan, advocating the cessation of
choose permanen t officers for the duraEach preliminary debate will have ''pump-priming," defeated the McMation of the second semester. T he one judge, chosen from the faculty. The nus-Petty duo in the payoff feature.
permanent officers must meet eligibil- finals 'l'lill have: t hree faculty judges.
McManus continues debating activi·
ity requirements as outlined in the Uni- At least two of the three judges must ties in \Vashington, D. C., where he is
versity catalogue. No eligibility rules concur in the choice of the winners. a student at Georgetown School of Law.
(Continu-ed ot• Page 5)
The judges are unannounced, remain(Continued on Page 5)

UpPerclass Debate Tourney
Scheduled t:o Begin Nov. 13
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The Sad Case of Young Jones
He hollered "Hold that line!" and they held it
You football fans who are always shouting: for a quarter of an hour.
He hollered: "Block that kick" and it was
"Hold that line!" and 'We want a touchdown!"
In voices like that of a neurotic whose back blocked.
He hollered "Hit 'im again I" and the man was
some prankster has just dropped an ice-cube too
socked.
much down.
"This," said Jones, "is something like it. I
Have you ever stopped to consider what you get what I want whenever I shout a bit.
are asking?
" I think I'll branch out a bit."
Has it ever occurred to you what mighty
Accordingly, he personally saw to it that HarPower's patience you may be taxing?
vard soundly trounced Yale and allowed Ohio U.
In other words, you who seem to want a to drive into State's pennant hopes a rusty nail.
shower of favors on your heads decanted, what
Then he helped himself to a spot of gravy
if all your wishes were granted?
By ordering Army to sink the Navy.
I remember the case of my friend Jones.
He said: "I am wasting my time. With this
Who, like you, was addicted to hollering for colossal potentiality "I can make Dr. Litkenhous
touchdowns and points in neurotic- plus-ice-cube look like a child of low mentality."
tones.
And so he published his own list of impossible
Jones got his start as an infant when he cried selections.
for candy and got a lollypop
And saw them win in all sections.
At three he cried for a wagon and got it from
At his command' Kent State beat Wisconsin in
his jolly pop;
a torrid game
At four he cried for money and got a dollar
And Laing's ]'unction Subnormal trounced
which he banked;
Notre Dame.
At five he cried for an hour and got spanked.
Such was the whim of young Jones. But presUnfortunately, that was the last time young ently so much success proved monotonous.
Jons was chastized;
The Great God Porcinus nodded sagely as
Therefore, when he continued to cry no one Jones growled: "Of all sad fates, this is the
was surprised.
rottenes."
His grouching in grade school no one could ·
"I think I'll have some fun."
keep count of,
At the next game, just before the kickoff, he
And his hollering in high school there was no
shouted to the ball-holder:
end to the amount of.
"Run, boy, run!"
He got what he hollered for in college until
When he saw a back, a ball carrier, all by himhe went to his first football game.
self and a yard from the goal he hollered: "Hold
There he hollered: 'We want a touchdown I"
that line,"
but none came.
And he hollered "Hit 'im!" as the referee paced
Then he hollered: 'Hold that line!" but they
off a fifteen-yard fine.
didn't hold it,
AI these orders, of course, caused no end of
And he hollered: 'Hang onto that ball," but commotion.
the enemy stole it.
The Great God Porcinus said: "Ill allow him
Jones sat down and swore a Blue Streak (for just one more funny notion."
it was a Carroll game).
Jones made the most of it. As both teams
Now it happened that he was heard by the god swept toward the sidelines he cried:
of football, one Porcinus by name.
"Go, go, go!"
"Ah, foolish mortal!" sighed Porcinus. "He
Twenty-two men crossed the sidelines and the
goeth to a football game and discontentedly he bench, swept over Jones and trampled him into
vieweth it.
the snow.
"Methinks I'll give him a little power and see
] ones cast a dying glance heavenward. "Help I"
what he can do with it."
he begged then.
So it was that when Jones next attended a
The Great God Porcinus thundered: "Hit 'im
game he felt a surge of power.
again!"

Science Notes

We are again able to congratulate a
school organization on the successful
sponsorship of another in the series of
informal affairs held on the campus this
year. The Fall Festi~al, presented on
last Wednesday by the Carroll Union, is
the event to which we refer. It will long
be remembered by the many students who
attended it for the wholesome entertainment it provided. Beginning with the
tt:easure hunt throughout the administration building, and closing with the
dance in the auditorium, with a tasty coldplate supper and a hilarious student entertainment. interspersed, the festival
earned itseff a one hundred per cent rating.
" AU who contributed to the success of
the evening may revel in the satisfaction
of a job well done. The committee, composed of several of Carroll's hardest workers, performed its duties nobly; the entertainers drev.r the applause of the audi. ence, if not for their talent, in some cases,
then for their lack of it; the orchestra,
playing for the first time for Carroll dancers, established itself as a favorite with
the student body.
· 1t would be difficult to accurately measure the value of such an undertaking in
regard to the general school spirit. But
that it strengthens the spirit is undeniable.
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The John Carroll Senior Guild really
deserves a pat on the back for bring-ingFr. Bernard Hubbard S. J, to Cleveland
and to Carroll. Fr."Hubbard is to lecture
in the Auditorium on Sunday nig-ht and
that fact in itself is a g-reat boon to ] ohn
Carroll. Fr. Hubbard is a nationally
known celebrity and authority and none
of the stories one hears of him are exag-g-erations. The tickets for this lecture
are at a premium. This does not mean
that the lecture is soldt out, but it does
mean that the people of Cleveland, not
only the friends of Carroll, are comingto hear Fr. Hubbard and to see his pictures.
What John Carroll needs and needs
badly is ;1 few more organizations that
are as willing- to help the school in the
way that the Senior Guild has done. We
look to the newly org-anized Boosters'
Club for big- thing-s. We hope that someday the Alumni Association will wake up
and really show the school that it can be
of g-reat benefit. We of The Carroll News
feel that Carroll would be much further
By Frank Honn
ahead if we had an active Alumni that
could and would do thing-s as the Senior
Today the American petroleum industry
Guild has done.
stands out as one of the foremost leaders in the

••• anot:her social success
writt:en int:o record •••

N E w·S

Space Lt:d.
By Bill Rose

Man Made Earthquake

A heavy schedule of social activity got under
way at the N. D. dance two weeks ago. Lt was a
lively affair despite the fact that it was a little
cool, inside as well as out, but when one h~d
danced a few times the coolness seemed to
melt away. The highlight of the hop came with
the promenade to receive chrysanthemums from
the committee. Can you picture GIL KEEFE,
TOM DUNNIGAN, HERB KEQUGH, and
BERT GESING grasping the lovely yellow
flowers? DON MEYERS must have taken this
column too literally then; he wore just a sweater,
figuring that N. D. was having a hard-time dance
instead of just a . ..
The zenith, however, of the week's activities
was J"eached at the Alumni Dance last Saturday.
Chairman BILL HIGGINS did a swell job and
is to be commended, with his committee, for the
effort expended in making it a swell dance.
GEORGE HURLEY, though, appeared a little
sad; it's said that his date, purportedly a senior
at West, is only in the eighth grade.

The seismograph is of imp_ortance in detecting oil pools because of the peculiar geological
structure generally associated with oil. Except
for certain fields in mid-continental United
States, petroleum is almost invariably found beneath huge sub-surface mounds of salt, called
"salt domes." Because these salt domes are of
different density than the surrounding rock beds,
a shock will be trahsmitted through them at a
different speed and with a different intensity.
Of course, oil prospectors can't wait for a chance
earthquake to come along and point out the oil.
Instead, engineers, specially trained for the job,
set up an elaborate system of portable seismographs. First they may be placed in a circular formation a mile from the central point.
At this point a heavy charge of dynamite is
exploded. The shocks travel in all directions and
is, of course, picked up by the instruments. A
comparison of the wavy line records will show
if one or more of the machines has received the
shock through a salt bed. ~f this is the case,
further readings are taken until the center of
the salt dome is determined. In virtually all
cases oil will be found in the very spot.

Everyone has heard that one way of being a
success in a business way is to marry the boss'
daughter; how is DON BLODGETT'S romance
with a Case chemistry prof's •daughter, HELEN
PRUTTON, going to help him in a scholastic
way?
'Following the collegiate trend, RAY KUCHLING fell into a fish pond last week while groping for live goldfish (?) . Even the usually conservative MIKE JOYCE is wearing a dubonnet
sport coat in open competition with FREDDIE
GATCH'S woolen shirts. Yep, the boys are
really going collegiate.
The magnetic personalities of PAT LAHEY
and JACK SPALLINO attracted two young
and anonymous ladies to the Carroll campus all
the way from Akron. No, neither of them was
GLADYS DEISEN
looking for
BILL
KELLY.
SPORT NEWS: The Nolan Twilight league
announces that GORDON TROSSEN is leading the league now. Gordie passed NICK
FASCIANO at Painesville Tuesday night by
making quite a hit with Rita. Nick didn'f go to
bat due to the suspension handed down by

realm of science. In response to the demands of
automobile and airplane owners, the gasoline
chemist is constantly at work developing more
powerful and more efficient motor fuels. Still in
its infancy is the search being done on synthetic
products which can be derived from various
types of petroleum distillation.
Paralleling these developments at the refinery are the even more startling advances being
made in the oil fields themselves. Prospecting
for "black gold" has ceased to be a haphazard
affair. Nowadays, with some wells reaching
almost three miles into the earth and costing a
half million dollars apiece, no company can
afford to take the slightest risk. As a result,
geologists have perfected several extremely accurate instruments for locating oil-bearing rock.
Chief among these is the seismograph, long used
for the detection and study of earthquakes.

Dit:her
By Bob Donnely
The little man he wasn't there. He wasn't
there again today.-When do you go to class,
Sulzman?

• * * *

Headline in the Carroll News of October 20th
-"F1·. Hubbard To Talk On Eskimos Nov. 5."
This is one of Fr. Hubbard's lesser accomplishments. I have heard on good authority that he
also talks very well on glaciers. Both are good
tricks in any man's climate.

* • * *

"Taxpayer's Lament''
Oh-oh-oh
That Bigelow.
-author unknown, (the sneak).

* * * *

The Homecoming Dance was the usual grand
success. I thought it was rather appropriate for
me to escort Pat Donnelly ' (Miss America) on
account of our identical last names, didn't you?
(My name is also Donnelly, you know. Phil
Donnelly, I think it is. -No, Al-or something,
I guess). Well anyhow it was apJ2rOpriate wasn't
it? Too bad the poor kid had to work that night.

* * * *

In a recent medical journal under a heading
"Mumps Are Swell," there ap~ared a corney
little limerick entitled-"Contagious, or Cashand-Carry?" It follows:
"Contagious, or Cash-and-Carry?"
I found no fault
With Arsenault
A few small lumps,
But nope.-No mumps.

• * * *

-Anonymous.
This is merely my hunch, but I believe that
guy Anonymous is trying to take credit for
someone else's work. Take it from me, he never
wrote that poem (?). I don't think "Jumping
Joe" Savoldi did either. And Tiny Armstrong
claims he didn't. So by the use of the substitution axiom we conclude positively that it was
the work of good old Doctor Kildare. 'Congratulations, Doc!

* * * *

Last Week's Football:
John Carroll 19, Case 0.A slight twenty-four hour downpour preceding the game helped considerably toward s~ik~~~---""
tling the dust out at Shaw Stadium. There wW
""!
one dry spot where the water was only one
foot deep, but the officials claimed the rule book
forbids playing in parking Jots. Consequently,
after sixty minutes of play the referee forfeited
the game to Carroll 19-0. -"We can't play in
this mud," he said. (Another game in this thrilling series will be played next year. Watch your
local newspapers for time and place.)
One citizen who apparently was perfectly
sober said: "I never Shaw so much mud in my
tife."

• * * *

Western Reserve 0, University of "Vass you
effer in Zinzinnati" 0. Due to the fact that
neither team scored any points this game was
called a scor eless tie. (It might be well to mention that this is a new rule.)

• * * *

This Week's Football:
John Carroll vs. University of Toledo: We
shaJI consider the winner of this game the No.
1 team in Ohio, if the right team wins. Otherwise the game is merely one of those things.
The Toledo team is coached by a rotund individual named ''Doc" Spears who wears extra
wide sleeves which he keeps tricks up. He is
built something like Galento only bigger, and
he can punch much better, we hear. From whete
we~Te sitting it looks as if either one of the
teams could win, and, whatsmore, probably will.
(There we go--out on the limb again I)

• • * •

Baldwin-Wallace vs. Case: I.f Baldwin-Wallace should win this one I shall personally proclaim them the best college team in Berea, Ohio
-bar none.
league prexy R. NOLAN for unbecoming conduct on the Alumni Ball grounds.
CHARLIE SULLIVAN, however, prefers
a different type of glamour girl, the diminutive
and dimpled variety as represented by FLORENCE KELLY---so does BOB CLIFFEL,
but, henceforth, to little avail.
Roses to those lads who paid their respects to
DICK MARSH. All of you, with the exception
of the freshmen, remember him as the chairman
of last year's Soph Dance, and all of you will
remember him as a grand guy. We missed him
when he left Carroll, but our regret then was as
nothing compared to the sincere sorrow brought
about by his untimely death.
The funniest episode of the week took place
-at the P. C. C. when little brother, TOD
HANAU, towering over big brother, GORDIE,
tactlessly berated him for something or other.
Ahem. It was remiJ1h;cent of JIM BRESLIN
and MARY. M. CLIFFORD at the Junior
dance. The long and short of the matter, as it
were.

)
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Fall Fes~ival Ge~s Approval Deba~rs Hold

Of t:he St:udent: Body
Sodality
Notations

By Ken Fitzgerald

Panel Discussion

At John Carroll

Who's Who at: Carroll
When the John Carroll Blue Streaks take th'e field tomorrow against Toledo, they will be lead by a boy who l.s considered by many to be one of the
bos.J: guards in Cleveland collegiate history. Yes, and that boy is none other
than Fred Rancourt, better known to his close friends as "Hoss." If you ·don't
believe the opinion of this colum n just take time out from watching the ball
carriers tomorrow and keep yo ur eyes pinned on Fred and you will see why
he has the rep~tion of being the hardest hitting man on the Carroll team.
Fred was born in ·waterville, Maine, and still makes that town his home.
Hie attended Waterville Junior High School and then he entered Waterville
High School where he proceeded to
make a name for himself as an athlete
and a leader of men. In athletics, Fred·
established a record that will not soon
be forgotten around Waterville. In
football, Fred earned four varsity letters and was named on the All-Maine
high school team for two years. In his
senior year he was named captain of
his team. Odd as it sounds, Fred did
not play guard in high school but fullback, and if you don't think that he
was a pile driver just ask Eddie Arsenault who had the misfortune of •having to play on a rival high school
team. But Fred's activities at Waterville were not all athletic, for he was
president of his class in his junior year
and treasurer in his senior year. He
was also president of the "W" Club
and a member of the athletic council
for two years.
In lhe fall of 1936 Fred entered Carroll and went out · for freshman football where he distinguished himself as
" Hoss" Rancourt
a guard. Many were the times that he
set the varsity back on their heels during that season. Since that time F~d
has been a regular fixture at his left guard position where he last year was
named All-Big Four and on the second team All-Ohio. It is our prediction that
nothing short of an epidemic can ke·ep Fred off the All-Ohio team this year.
The members of the team recognized his ability as a player and as a inspirational leader and e lected him co-captain for this season along wit<h Bill Young.
If his athletic accomplishments ended with football we would say that he
has been a very great success, but that is only tin: beginning. Along with
Eddie Arsenault he has been th most outstanding collegiate hockey player in
Cleveland for the last three years. And for those who think that ~e would
not be so outstanding in a better hockey league we need only remind them of
his showing last year in Carroll's two games with · two of file best co11egiate
hockey teams in the country, Yale and Southern California. In these two games
he convinced Cleveland hoci<ley fans that be can stand in there and play hockey
with the best of them. As co-captain of the hockey team Fred has established
some sort of a record for being captain of two varsity teams in the same year.
Don't get the idea that Fred is just an athlete, however, because you will
be wrong. He is at present the president of the French Qub Which is Tncidently an honor society and he is majoring in Education and French. When
he graduates in June, Carroll will have lost one of its greatest athletfes and
one of its better students. What more can be said of Fred Rancourt.

The first annual Fall Festival met
Offering debaters of Conference college
with the enthusiastic approval of the members an opportunity to gain a knowlstudent body of Carroll. The giant affair, edge of the background and ramifications
sponsored by the Carroll Union, was held of the intercollegiate debate question for
Jovember 1 at the University. Ray Mc- 1939-40, the Northeastern Ohio Debate
Gorray, Ted Lempges, Robert Henges- Conference will sponsor a panel discusPraying the Mass
bach and Bernard Petty comprised the sion at Carroll Wednesday, November 8.
The "dialogue" Mass is an old tradi- committee for the event.
The discussi~n, suggested by W. E.
Music by Lenny Baker was appreciated Umbach of Case, president of the Contion at Carroll. The students have been
praying the mass with the priest as far by the large crowd. The nine-piece, ver- ference, will begin at 7 :30 in the evening.
back as some of us can remember. It satile orchestra pleased the dancers with Mr. J. D. Roll, S. ]., Moderator of the
gives us a sen e of our union with each requested styles of music, fast or slow, Carroll Oratorical Society, will be host
other and with Christ to take an active swing or sweet.
and chairman. Five faculty members from
part in .the M~ss:
A featured treasure-hunt precipitated the participating institutions will discuss:
Catholic Acllvily Pro~:ram
, the program at 5 :30 p. m. Four slips of the history of American policy in times
Every Fnday at 12:30 the Carroll paper were hidden throuout the admin- of international conflict, prior to 1935 ;
mcn g~t togethe~ to form a program istration building, two on the main floor, recent American policy, including the
of. makmg Cath?hc Carroll more Cath- one in the basement and one on the third question of who is to be considered a belohc. \Ve wan~ 1deas, so come ~long and floor. Winners were Richard Breiner, ligerent; the argument for isolation; the
help us. It. IS a t~o~old thu~g: one Robert Mulcahy, James Rose and Ken- argument against isolation; complications
week the:e. 1s an act1v1ty m.eetmg, the neth Fitzgerald. Each merited a pair of in carrying out a policy of isolation.
Following the presentation of eight to
next a S.J'I.ntual one. '!'here IS only ~ne tickets to the Reserve-Carroll football
way to JOIIl the Sodality: start commg
ten-minute talks on these subjects, there
·
game.
to the meetmgs.
Dinner was served at 6 in the cafe- will be a period of twenty to thirty minBeads for Blue Streaks
teria •
utes for discussion among the members
Just by way of insurance against any
of the panel. At the conclusion of this
Carroll man going around without a Corny Quartets Take Stage
discussion, another twenty to thirty minrosary, the Sodality has persuaded the To Render Old Songs
utes will be allotted for quesions and
book store to carry a strong, durable,
comments from the members of the audiThe
headliner
vaudeville
show
was
preinexpensive rosary. Just. ask to see
ence. Mr. J. D. Roll said the discussion
them, then ask one of the Fathers to sented with wide approbation. Lermy will be open to any member of the stuReichelt started with several renditions of
bless your new rosary.
popular songs on his accordion. Lenny, dent body of any of the Conference memPraying for Pals
with pianist Frank Hillenbrand, accom- bers, with no admission charge.
And Their Own
Mr. Edward C. Reilley, Assistant ProRecently the father of Robert Lang- panied "Tex" Cavanaugh, popular bari- fessor of History, will represent John
tone,
with
several
songs.
The
latter
asIcy died. Robert was a student of John
Carroll, speaking against economic isolaCarroll last year. He has asked that sumed the role of master of ceremonies. tion. The other faculty delegates are Dr.
the Fathers and students remember the He first called for a "corny" quartet con- Bixler of the History Department of
soul of his father in their prayers. Car- test. Four brave frosh, Emory Walters, Ashland College, Dr. Sanford of the
roll men never hear such a plea in vain. Warren Corrigan, John Erb and Mike Sociology Department of Case, and Dr.
So, too, prayers are in order for the sis- Zona, ventured upon the stage and ren- Feuchter of Baldwin-Wallace. Umbach
ter of William Jacoby and the mother dered "Onward On, John Carroll" in a also invited Russell Weisman, Financial
of Robert Whelan. This tradition of very corny style. The sophomores pro- Editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
praying for our own will one day be duced the corniest quartet, including
Clarence Fox, Ray Paskert, Robert Poa consolation to us too.
liti and Kenneth Fitzgerald. They also
Communions Growing
gave a version of the school song. JunMonday, Nov. 6
Last month's First Friday witnessed
iors Jack Schmitt, Ray Lutz, Patrick McOratorical Society in Room 1 at
a new high for the year in the numNulty and Carl Estenik were the best
12:05.
ber of Holy Communions at the stuLittle Theater Society in ~oom
dent's Mass. Roughly tstimated the of all. But it seemed that the seniors
did no know what a quartet was, for five
228 at 12 :30.
number came to nearly 250. Did you
came u~ to the platform. William Duffin,
Thursday, Nov. 9
ever notice the number of letter men
Jack Brennan, Ted Lempges, Jack MurCarroll Union in Room 228 at
at the Communion rail? Jt's a Carroll
ray and Robert Mulcahy made their offcustom.
12:30.
tune attempt. Other songs also suffered
Frosh Oratorical in Room 1 at
A Cnrroll Credo
at this time by the four groups.
12:30.
-that a temple of the Holy Ghost
Joseph Rose offered a tap dance, folFriday, Nov. 10
should live in a manner worthy of the lowed by Richard Breiner, well-known
Sodality in Room 202 at 12 :25.
Holy Ghost.
pianist.
Monday, Nov. 13
-that wealth and power are low in
Professor Pillsbury of Flourtown, EngJ.C.U. Club in Cafeteria at 8:30
the scale of values.
land, gave his opinion of the European
p.m.
the $2.00 price would be extended to
-that there are no class di tinctions
The Carrillon; the 1940 Carroll Ansituation in a manner that made the war
Nov. 15. Mulcahy pointed out, howwith God, except that He prefers the seem humorous. After the enjoyable
nual, is definitely taking form, accordever, that after Nov. 15 the Annual
meek and humble of heart.
ing to Bill Duffin, the editor. The enmonologue by Lord Pillsbury, who was
will cost $3.00 and that there definitely
-that before God, slavery stands
g raving contract has been signed as
comedian James Breslin, Cavanaugh sang
condemned, whether political, ecowill be no further extensioll$.
well as the photography contract and
"Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life" and
nomic, or physical.
"Shortnin' Bread." Frank Hillenb rand
the senior portraits are to be taken
Could you defend it? Or would you?
within the next two weeks. The ensoloed on the piano. The show came to
Seals for Souls
•
the end of its rope with Jim Breslin.
James F. Lincoln, president of the graving wo rk has been given to the
Christmas seals herald the coming After a brief period of community singing, Lincoln Electric Co., addressed the stu- Pontiac Engraving Co., of Chicago, and
What promises to be one of the most
of Christmas. Each seal costs one dancing until midnight closed the Festival. dent body in convocation Tuesday. Fa- the photography will be done by the
interesting programs ever sponsored by
penny, but all the profit goes toward
ther Horne introduced the speaker, who Trout-Ware Studios of Cleveland. John Carroll University, will be heard
supporting those who are spreading the
opened with the statement that his gen- Duffin has appointed Jack Heffernan, Saturday at 1 p.m. over station WT AM.
faith that is Carroll's in Pagan lands.
eration received the world peaceful and an associate editor, and Jack Brennan
The program will fe!lture a round
Each student will be presented with a
pacified, the present generation of young to take charge of the senior portraits table discussion between Mr. Donald
pack of seals. Each student will be
and sketches. Joe Follen, the other as- Gavin, Bill Scharf, and Jim Breslin, on
men were getting the world in a mess.
asked to pay for them "if and when they
sociate editor, will work with George the subject: "The Destruction Wrought
"People
think
that
the
manufacturer
can." It's worth a little self-denial to
Carroll's thespian organization, the pays all the taxes incurred in his business. Otto, Bob Fogarty, and Bob Vitek on by War Upon Historical Monuments."
make such a gift.
"Mister Gavin is well prepared to
Little Theater Society, will present two They are wrong. The taxes are always the athletic section of the book.
Carroll Contributions
Bob Mulcahy, the businY!ss man- speak on such a subject, for he has been
one-act or one two-act plays before passed on and on until, ultimately the
The generou donations to the cause
ager, said yesterday that due to the instructor in history at John Carroll
Olristmas as a prelude to their sock consumer pays them," he said.
of Catholic Action in the collection at
"Taxes at the present time are at least fact that no cQnvocation period has for the past six years," said Bernard
and buskin effort, the N e·ws learned this
the Friday Mas prove the quality of
week. It was also announced that the twenty-five per cent of the total cost of been available to the Annual staff, the Pelty, president of the Carroll Union,
Carroll's interest in the Missions. These
any article today, regardless whether it deadline for signing up for a book at in an interview yesterday.
collections go right to India except for group will participate in the celebration be food, clothing or hardware. We are
of
the
four
hundredth
armiversary
of
,UIIItlllllllll1111111111111tlltlllllllllflllli11UIIIIII111UifllllllllltlltlllltltftiiUIIIIttiiiUIIIIItllfUIItiUUIIIIIIIIItl111111tiiUIIIIt111UI ..t.
the immediate running expenses of
faced today with a combined national ~·
i
Catholic Activity at Carroll-a very Papal approbation of the Society of debt of 60 to 75 billions. In 1914, our ~
E
Jesus with the presentation of a play.
small item. Keep up the fine spirit.
£
Plans for the University's armual play, national debt was scarcely over a billion," §
which has not yet been chosen, have already got under way.
who had "definite--- ='
_
The fact that the society hopes to political convictions," said that even our
purchase an electric switchboard with philosophy of government is changed. He
which to control a banked stage-lighting recalled the days when, after a group of
~
On October ?:1 the Scientific Academy system was also made known. Hereto- farmers had suffered a financial loss due
i
announced that it would sponsor the fore, this necessary piece of equipment to a drought, Congress voted an appropriation of $20,000 to buy seed for the
showing of "The River," Pare Lorentz's was either borrowed or rented.
documentary film of the vast Mississippi
The officers include: James McCrys- farmers to put them on their feet, ecoRiver basin, dur~g the week of De~e.m-, tal, president; Jack Murray, vice-presi- nomically.
~, J
i
"President •Grover Qle\~and vetoed
fJI
z
ber 3. At that time, a book explammg dent; Regis McGann, secretary, and Irf
the background of the movie will be vin Blose, treasurer. The Rev. William this bill, the speaker stressed, "with the
presented to the University library by Murphy, S. ]., is moderator, and Mr. statement that the people could not be
=
the Academy.
Frank Weiss, Instructor in English, di- suppored by the government, but that the
government was to be supported by the
i
Fred Payne was elected to the post rector.
~
of treasurer at this meeting.
The presence of all freshmen and people. Truly, we have a different viewThe first field trip of the year will other students interested in the theater point today.
.r ~
"We must guard lest our financial
Orner • 12t: ~ t:.
8Jr
be made today to the Rainbow Hospital. is urged by the sociey in its first regAll those interested are invited to meet ular meeting, Monday, November 6, at downfall place us in a condition similar
to that of Germany,~."
- ~~ 11111UII1111111111111111111111UIIIIllfiiiiiiii1111111111UIIIl11UIIIIUIItllllfiiiiiUIIIIUIIIftiUitUtiUIIUIUtnnutnuunnututntntNm,
in the physics lecture room today at 3 p.m. 12 :30.

Meetings

Annual Staff Signs Contracts
For Engraving, Photography

Business Leader
Discusses Taxes

Radio Program • •

L. T. S. to Celebrate
Jesuit Anniversary

Academy to Sponsor
Mississippi Film
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On
The
Bench

(C01di1~1ted

With the Streaks riding high
at the top of the Big Four, we
might stop and ask ourselves what
circumstance changed a team
which played like high school
boys against St. Francis, into a
virtual power house that crushed
a highly-touted Case outfit last
Saturday. We can point to anumber of reasons for this sudden
vicissitude.
Blue Streaks' Line
Deserves Praise

I

Rockets Promise
Strong Ground Attack
Tomorrow the Streaks will face another but more severe test when they
clash with the Toledo Rockets. Toledo
has by no means a weak team this year.
In fact they have rated more powerful
than last year when they were knocking off the top notches in the state.
Doc Spears apparently has pulled some
new tricks out of the bag, all wrapped up in a nimbus faced sophomore,
Bob Nash. Nash is· 6 foot, 170 pounds
and runs like a deer. Hailing from
Akron, a starting point of many other
gridiron stars, Nash is sure to cause
plenty of trouble for the Streak linemen. Captain of the team, Francis Maher,
is oddly enough a back as our own
;eo-captain, Bill Young, and in every
way equally as talent-ed. Both he and
.Bill Beach, whose exploits of last year
'a re still remembered, SUIIJ, up the
'Rocket attack which will seek to pene'trate the Streak forward wall. Toledo's
record to date has made them the
favorites in the minds of many of the
:local sport scribes but this fellow
doesn't think they rate 15.4'fo or even
.4% better than our team. I guess history does repeat itself.
~Carroll Not Ready
'For Big Time Yet

Many have been the opinions among
tho cafeteria quarterbacks that Car·roU ahould be looking ahead to "big
(Continued em Page 5)
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Rocke~s Burs~ Tomorrow

With George Ot:t:o

(1) The play of a harder and faster
line, which even overshadows the
"wonder line" of last year, (2) the tremendous improvements in pass defense and backing up the line by the
backfield, along with a strengthened
running attack, (3) the disposing, at
least in part of the quarterback problem and lastly, the ability of several
sophomores to bear the responsibility
of their team mates, when substitutions
are necessary.
We can consider these factors ,
singly, a little more extensively. Of
all the departments the defensive play
of the line has been th most consistent
this year. Two juniors, Sam Marcus
and L.ou Konya, · can be credited with
providing the spark that has been greatly responsible for the winning streak
this fall. Jim Morgan, Lou Sulzer and
Fred Rancourt are playing equally as
well. While the ends have not been
so outstanding on defense, they have
sparkled in pass receiving and getting
down under punts. In the backfield, in
addition to strengthening their pass defense ( 11 of 52 attempted passes, in
total have been completed against
them so far this year) the ball toting
oi Carl Estnik and Bill Young has given
Carroll sorely needed scoring power.
The finding of a signal caller who can
detect the weakness of the opposition
and pop the proper play at the right
time, has always been a coach's headache at Carroll. This year is no exception, but the signal calling has improved since the outset of the season,
even though the other duties of the
key man have been executed at the best
only mediocre. As for the sophs, Steve
Polacheck, Kid Chisholm, Cec Lawman, Ed Sherdian and Bill Jacoby,
have played well when called to give a
hand.

CARROLL

Bill Beach

from Po.tle 1)
two-time letterwinner and star of last
year will be available.
I n the line Spears seems well fortified
with veterans Bob Hayes, Danny Weber,
and Bob Kerstetter, all 200-pounders,
at the tackle positions. At guard, lettermen Danny Bukovich, 1938 "Little AllAmerican," Louis Marotti, and Ralph
Wiesenberg will be available.
At center, "Iron Man" Warren Densmore, and at end Les Fought, both veterans, will be back.
T his seas01~ the Rockets have shown a
great deal of versatility at all positions in
the backfield and a big, strong forward
wall that has kept their opponent's running attack under control.
So fa r this season Toledo has vanquished Valparaiso, 30-0; Detroit Tecb,
19-6; St. Mary's of Texas, 20-12; North
Dakota University, 26-7; and Western
State Teachers, 6-0. They dropped a
close one to Scranton College 7-6 thereby giving them their only defeat of the
season as against five wins is a pretty
good record.
·
T hs game promises to be a good one
for Toledo 'is a strong aggregation and
one can be sure that the Rockets will be
. bent on knock.ing Carroll from the un1beaten and untied column.

I

John Carroll's gridsters are still
among the unbeaten and untied
outfits, after trouncing a favored
Ca e eleven, 19-0, at Shaw Stadium
last aturday.
The start of the touchdown
marche began in the second period
when Lou Sulzer blocked a Case
punt from their own line and Sam
!arcus recovered for a Blue Streak
goal. Willard made the conversion.

Robe rt Snider

Freshmen Bolster 1940 Hopes Carroll Edges
With Best Material in Years
St. Joseph's 6-o
In order to allay the fears of those who have been reading about that
thW'ldering herd of yearling Yell ow Jackets, those rugged Engineers who
are making the varsity back ground at Van Horn F ield, and those nine
giants whom they have persuaded to put on uniforms at Reserve, we are
passing on a little information on Carroll's only remaining mystery team
-the Freshmen.
First of all we have a fres hman team, second they are big and rough,
and thirdly they would like to meet Baldwin Wallace, and Case and
maybe play a little six man football with the Red Cats. Coaches J oe
Hoctor and Joe Palguta are enthusiastic about their first year charges
and rate them as good as they have seen at Carroll.
It is always convenient to have a r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -couple of good wingmen around and the cotte, a really smart ball player. Bill
varsity should get some aid from the Conlon of Dedham, Mass., a rangy boy,
bumper crop of ends that have turned and Ray Antolik of Brush H igh are two
out for the frosh squad. T here is Jack likely looking snapperbacks.
W ilhelmy from E lyria H igh, co-captain
Frosh Backfield
of his high school team, and a 5' 11", 185
Studded
With Stars
pounder who spells trouble for opposing
A long list of name backs who have
tackles. Ray Gorski, one of the Adam's
conti ngent at Carroll, is up around the been sparkl ing in practice sessions com200 pound mark, and stands a little ov&r pletes the frosh li st. Ralph Sanitti of
6 feet. They don't come much better on West High, reputed by his coach to be
better than Estenik, is a former high
defense.
sd10ol captain and great all-around
Local Talent Fill
back.
Line Positions
At the present moment the top nomWest High's co-captains of last year, inee to fill the shoes of senior Eddie
J ohnny Needham, an all scholastic, and Arsenault would be Bill Davis of East
Jack Stano have been going great in the Liverpdof, an offensive and defensive
scrimmage.
Lacking experience and back of ability, but particularly noted for
polisb, but having all of the physical re- his agi lity in a broken field. The Barille
quirements, Bob Vlchek 6' 3" and 210 brothers, Nick and Angie from John
pounds, will bear some special attention Adams, have been holding down the
next year. Joe Dempsey of Euclid Cen- full back berths and looking plenty
tral and Frank Strauss of East H igh are good.
F rom Lakewood High comes Captain
two light but fast boy who will be valuBud McGraw, an AU-League player, a
able to have around.
Four tackles, all over the 6 foot mark fine blocker, and one of the outstanding
and weighing far above 200 pounds punters on the squad. He is playing
makes the continuance of a strong for- quarterback. A left handed passer is
ward wall almost a certainty. Bob Harris - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- of Rhodes, 6' 2" and 230 pounds, conHOCKEY PLAYERS
sidered the fi nest high school tackle in
ATTENTION!
the city last year, is playing havoc with.
Hockey practice will begin
the variety in scrimmage sessions. 225
tomorrow morning at the A r ena,
pounds of New York city I rishman is
promptly at 11 a.m. All candiGeorge Hurley. The boy with the curly
dates for the team should report
blond hair and eastern t wang is Art
for the first workout. Since it
Neil from Dedham, Mass., 220 pounds of
has been decided that there will
football ability. Len Reichelt, an acbe a freshman t eam this year,
cordion player and heavyweight wrestler,
all freshmen interested should
completes the quartet of two ton tackles.
be present.
Paul Chojnacki of J ohn Adams and
AI P iccuta of New Castle have been Bob Yanke from Elyr ia's great team of
standouts among the guards. However last year. Phil McGrath, a pony back
right on their heels are Joe P astel, Ig- from Latin has speed to spare. Another
natius captain of las t year and a ZOO- Latin boy is Bobbie VanDeMotter, who
pounder. Bob Obringer of E lyria, one graduated in '38.
of the Lake Erie League's toughest boys,
Another Waterville, Maine represenstocky Jim Confo rt i of Mount St. Mich- tative is J oe Hachey, a fast hard runael's, New York, and P ete Mar ich, a ner, who comes as highly recommended
South H igh boy.
as the rest of the New England conElroy Retzlaff, built like Comer Jones, tingent. Rugged on defense and a good
and unusually speedy for his 256 pounds blocker is Harry Staccine from Farrell,
tops the yearling centers. F rom Platts- Pennsylvania.
(Co11timU!d 01~ Page 5)
burg, New York, comes captain J oe T ur-

Blue Streaks
Spill Case, 19-0

Already victorious over Baldwin\Vallace and St. Francis, an undefeated John Carroll squad, with Carl Estenik at the helm, punched over a touchdown early in the first quarter, to add
a highly rated St. Joseph's eleven to
their fast growing list of victims, 6 to 0.
The game played before a crowd of
almost 6000 spectators, two weeks ago
Sunday in Philadelphia, saw the Blue
Streaks march 43 yards for their score.
A 5-yard pass, and a 32-yard gain on
an end around play, placed the ball on
the eight yard stripe where it was
taken over by Estenik on an eightyard jaunt to pay dirt territory. Joe
Petro, St. Joseph's fast guard, blocked
Bill Young's try for the extra point.
Carroll penertated St. Joseph's defense fo1' another score in the second
quarter on what was intended as a
triple lateral play, but officials ruled
Young's toss to Ed Willard a forward
pass and the score was nullified. That
was Carroll's last big scoring attempt
fot' St. Joseph' hit its stride and continued to dominate the game's action
throughout the second half.
The Hawks reached John Carroll's
10-yard line, only to lose the ball on
downs in the third quarter and twice
drove deep into the visitor's territory
in the fourth, but alert Carroll backs
intercepted Hawk's passes to halt both
scoring threats.

Pushball Contest
November 21
On Tuesday, November 21, the freshman and sophomore classes will clash
in the annual Pushball Contest. By outpushing their opponents, the freshmen
hope to achieve one ina in purpose:
namely, the discarding of the caps
which they have been forced to wear
up until the present time. The battle
will take place on the football field.
Bernard Petty, Bob Hengesbach, and
Ray Lutz form the committee in charge
of the contest.
The freshman are eagerly looking
forward to this event, and all indications point to a victory for them.
Fi\'e new rules have been added by
the committee this year. They are as
follows:
1. Contestants may use oil or grease
on their persons. ·
2. Pulling opponents away from the
ball is permitted.
3. Kicking, punching, and other foul
tactics are prohibited.
4. Cleats, headgears, and other padding are prohibited.
5. The referee is in complete charge
of the contest.

In the third period, Carroll in scoring
position, Bill Young plunged through
for the second score, giving the Blue
Streak a 13-0 lead. Carl Estenik, in
the Ia t quarter dashed around right for
the final score.
Heretofore, the Roughriders' line was
credited with being one of the best in the
state. Saturday's foray, however, saw
the Blue Streak line "mowing down"
Case in every case. The muddy condition of the field affected both teams, little
gains having been made at the end of
the half by either side.
Captain Bill Young's kicking kept the
pigskin in the Roughriders' territory during the whole of the first half, making
Case toe the defensive. Eddie Arsenault,
in the third period, returned a punt for 22
yards; a pass from Arsenault to DeWan
brought the ball down on the 10 yard
Iine, setting the stage for the second
touchdown. Four consecutive line plays
did the damage.
With but a few minutes of play remaining, Steve Polachek, substituting for
Arsenault, intercepted a Case pass; another pass, Polachek to Lawman, brought
the ball on the 21 and a first down for
Carroll. On the next play, Estenik shifting to the left, but finding the whole
Case defense concenrated there, rapidly
scurried to the right and for the last
score.
The fi'nal gun, found the Streaks again
in Case territory after AI Markus, who
went in for Estenik, intercepted a pass,
then followed with a beautiful run.

BI G FOUR ST ANDI NGS
Team
Pl. W. L. Pet.
John Carroll .... 2 2 0 1.000
Baldw-Wallace 2 1 1 .500
Case ................ 1 0 1 .000
\Vest. Reserve .. 1 0 1
.000
Placing Graham Armstrong in the
quarterback berth proved to be a very
wise move by Coach Tom Conley.
Armstrong's blocking and signal calling went far toward the smooth performance of the Carroll team last Saturday. It looks as though the problem of finding a good quarterback has
been solved after a few sorry mistakes
earlier this season.
Case left the gridiron a badly beaten
eleven, much to the chagrin and embarrassment of most local sports writers,
who predicted a Case victory by at
least one touchdown.

Gaul Gives Plans
For Boxing Tearn
Frank Gaul, director of physical education at Carroll, made the statement
that realization of intercollegiate boxing
will soon be seen here. Tentative plans
are being drawn up for qualification
matches to put together a fighting club
with a determined spirit.
Fortunately, Carroll has a well qualified trainer in Gaul since the latter was
the middleweight champion at the University of Notre Dame.
Connections are being made with
Western Reserve, Toledo, Case, Akron
and Wooster to organize for the allaround competition for the championship
of the league.
Intramural boxing has been popular at
Carroll but Gaul's present effort offers
those interested, the first real chance
to advance with actual training in the
field.
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Fai:her Teply Proves Himself
To Be a Jack-of-all-i:rades

•

(Contim~ed From Page 4)
time" football. If these fellows would
stop and look at the &ad results that
other schools of our calibre have experienced they would be very apt to
talk a little different. A feiw years back
Reserve was playing Ohio State and
CorneU and with disastrous results.
Not only were they ruining their own
chances to build up prestige and get
crowds at the games, but they were also
endangering the health. of their players as well. But not even considering
this angle, how about the problem of
getting a steady supply of material to
keep up the high standard required to
play such teams. There was the possibility that Carroll could have scheduled Carnegie Tech this year. Look
what would have happened. Case played against the regulars about 20 minutes and were surely none the better
for it. No, the Big Four, in which Carroll bas won only 5 out of 18 games
in the six years of its existence is; still
plenty "big'' for us.

-.

'DE:AN o~
OHIO'S Ll!'i£ COACHES'

b' S'"
GENE E N.JO '1'5

TOioll!AI NCi

T£STING HIS
L11'4£MfN-

Debat:e Tourney ••

PERS ONALL Y

( Co11finued FrO'm Page 1)

P etty's new partner is Thomas Kucko
of Akron, a junior; Charles Maurer and
Rober t Hengesbach, veterans of the
1938 tournament, are among the precontest favor ites. Hengesbach, is president of the O ratorical Society.
Five oth er teams entered thus far
are: Patrick McNulty and Daniel Ryall,
Paul Vincent and Carl Giblin, Robert
Fogarty and John Dowling, Don
H ueber and Irvi n Blose, Kenneth
Fitzgerald and John Storey. Joseph
Curry has no partner as yet.
E ntries for the tournament will close
Monday, November 6, when drawings
for first round opponents and for affir mative or negative sides will begin.
Mr. J. D. Roll, S.J., Moderator of
the O rato'rical Society announced a
p lan to h elp debaters unable to obtain
a par tner. The p lan will allow single
entran ts to choose a suitable partner
fr om the rema ining list of unpaired entrants. Rob ert Hengesbach, president
of t he Oratorical Society, and John
D owling, secr etary, handle the arrangements.

Fres hman Foot: ba II ••
(Contimted From Page 4)
Out Berea way the boys from BaldwinWallace are boasting about their great
wealth of freshmen material.
Their
· 'fi
boasts are no doubt JUStt ed, but it's about
time that someone recognized the freshman talent assembled at John Carroll
University. T he fi rst-year men will go a
great way toward the molding of strong
varsity teams of both colleges in the futu re, but at any rate one can be sure
that Carroll will not be lacking for want
of replacements due to graduation and
ineligibility in the next three years to
come.
Nothi ng has been heard about prospects at Case, but R eserve's out look is
v ery depressi ng. T he freshman squad
there comprises only eight members-not
even enough to fu rnish varsity with
competition in practice scrimmages.

Oberst, Moulder of Mighty
Lines, Was Quite a Star

Students, who is it that is always seen
marking off the termis courts, or fixing
up the football field? Who is it that is
the "all-around man" a Carroll? You're
righ the first time. Its Father Joseph
M. Teply, a jack-of-all-trades and master
of all of them.
Always willing to lend a helping hand
in any worthwhile endeavor, Father Teply, a Chicagoan, is highly esteemed by all
students here. His reputation is known
from the printing shop to the power
plant. He is responsible for he obtaining of one of the printing presses for
the print shop. The machine was salvaged
by him and rebuilt after it had been
i un.ked. It now represents a financial
asset to Carroll.

Beautifies
Au ditorium
Whenever the auditorium is to be prepared for a lecture or a play, it is always
Father Teply who puts the hall in an attractive condition.
,
Many times he is seen wielding a paint
brush, adding beauty to a certain spot
on the campus,

Music for dances is always furnished
gratis by the priest. Amplifying systems
are also set up y him.
As proof of the fact that he has only
Carrolls advancement in mind, Father
Teply put together a home-made ventilator and ingeniously installed it in a
window of the printing room to drive
out the dangerous gasoline fumes which
are present . in every print si10p. It automatically goes on as the ceiling light
switch is snapped.

Studied at
Gonzaga U.
Receiving his Bachelor and Master
of Arts degree at Gonzap University,
Father Teply has taught at Campion and
University of Detroit high schools, and
has been in the physics departments of
the University of Detroit and Xavier
University, after which he came to Carroll in 1936.
If you dont know him, look for the
tractor "Pluto, one of these days. You'll
probably find him astride the machine,
plowing a part of Carroll's seventy acres.

By Joe Matuscak

Genial Gene Oberst, they called him, btit now he shall be appropriately dubbed Generous Gene Oberst; for this year he gave to
Carroll the strongest line in the Streaks' history. But first let us
offer a more intimate side of Oberst's highly successful career.
Oberst was born in the small but fortunate town of Owensboro,
Kentucky. As a boy Ober.st was extremely interested in all sports,
but his preference of football led him to fame and glory upon the
harsh turf of the gridiron.
Gene attended Notre Dame University where he studied law and com - to as Coach Tom Conley! Incidently,
merce for five years. Oberst was a Oberst will celebrate his twentieth year
member of the famous "Seven Mules" of coaching next year.
of Notre Dame for two years, where
When asked about Carroll's chances
he won fame and glory at the envied
position of tackle. Oberst also was a against Toledo this Saturday, Oberst
member of the olympic team which merely smiled and said: "If they do
represented America at Paris. He won half as well as they did against Case,
third place in the javelin .thr_ow, but we can expect no serious difficulty."
he ascended to greater hetghts when
.
.
.
.
h e won f'trs t p1ace a t th e B n·t·ts 11 E m- Gene
IS also an artist of no mean abtl.
.
.
.
pire Meet in England.
tty. After hreless entreaties, thts reIn 1929 Oberst was assigned to the porter finally extracted from the humposition of head coach at Washington ble Oberst a secret ambition - he
and Lee, where he tutored a success-, inwardly nurses the thought of becomful. ~earn for two year;;. In 1_9~1 he ing a writer of romantic fiction!
acqmred the head coachmg posthon of
,
Canisius College in Buffalo, N. Y. Due
Today the product of Oberst s .strenuto his brilliant teachings Canisius 1 ous la,Por has become a hue whtch wtll
achieved new fame and recognition in be remembered forever as a powerful,
the. annals. of foot~all history. Here is resisting wall of granite. To date, Caran mterestmg, b,ut httle ~nown fact con- roll's line has not been scored against,
cermng Oberst s coachmg career. In
.
1928, when he was coaching Phila- the only touch~ow~ bemg mad.e by a
delphia High, he had under · his guid- pass. Outstandmg m the !me IS Jack
ing tutorship a promising- looking Dewan who was c~anged from center
youngster whom we at Carroll refer to left end where hts talents seem more
likely to succeed. Lou Konya, now
covering the center position in memorable fashion brings new hopes to the
future of the Streaks. Add to this the
fine play of Ed Willard, Lou Sulzer,
Cliff says he didn ' t even d ress
Jim Morgan, Fzed Rancourt, and Sam
. for the occasion, but dropped
Marcus, and it can be easily seen why
Carroll has the strongest line in its hisin on the party to see what
tory. Thanks to you, Generous Gene
was going on. But the judges
Oberst.
thought his getup was
"unique." As soon as he
shakes his mental delirium ,
he'll realin that the clothes
he's been wearing eve ry day
make him look like a strayed
( Conti1111ed from Page 1)
circus act. Cliff.will be sma rt
can be in force for temporary officers,
to use the $5 prixe to ope n a
ince no semester grades are issued durBartunek 1 0-pay account.
ing
their tenure in office.
Greatest men's clothing valThree of the four permanent officers
ues you've ever seen f or
to be elected in February will gain seats
521.00. Topcoats, SJ9.50.
in the Carroll Union. The Union Constitution fails to provide for freshman
representation during the first semester.
The general of last year's freshman
class, Thomas Coughlin, and William
Dagg, one of the four captains, are no
longer students at John Carroll. The
other captains were John McLaughlin,
John Dowling, and John Manning.

l
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Freshmen Conduct:
Temporary Elect:ion

·833 PROSPECT • 6529 UNION-•14959 ST. CLA2R

LOOK!
112
180
260
300

miles
miles
miles
miles .•

•. • fo r 35c
for SOc
fo r 65c
for 70c

These are night and Sunday rates for
3-minute Station-to-Station calls.
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Dance Chairm~n

Spanish Club Plans
Activities for Year

CARROLL

Classical Club

NEW'S

• •

I oe Saly forma lly assumed the president's chair of the Classical Club Friday,
stepping fro m the vice president's office
in place of J ack Forhan, ·who couldn't
accept the position. Michael Lash is the
vice president and Eugene Moenk, secretary-treasurer.
A large increase in membership is expected from the four classes and especially from the freshmen groups, although
only the mos t proficient students are admitted.
The organization specializes in classical research, incl uding history, sociology
and archeology. Regular meetings are
held every T hursday at 10. Many diversified programs are planned for the future.

An extensive program to create and
enlarge Spanish atmosphere at Carroll is
being undertaken by the Spanish club
and was outlined by Ted Lempges, president, to the new and old members, Tuesday.
Gradually, only Spanish will be spoken
at the meetings which will be held regularly on the last Thursday of each
month in the evening. James O'Donnell,
Thomas Youdell and Christy Eckenfels
were appointed as a committee for the
selection of several names for the organization to be voted upon at the next meeting.
Paul Downes, Thomas Mazanec, Richard Franklin and Ted Saker were selected to confer with Mr. Cairo, moderator, for the selection of a Spanish
play to be presented in the Spring. Another Spring Festival dance is also
planned and it will be held in March.
A Carroll Spanish publication is also
planned with the printiftg to be in charge
of Thomas Mazanec.
William Corbett was placed in charge
of the program for the next·· meeting,
when a vice-president will be selerted
due to a vacancy. Walter Russell is the
secretary-treasurer for this semester.

Debate Conference
To Be Held at: Case

Friday, November 3, 1939

Med Students Glacier Priest

To Take Exam Gives Lecture
About fourteen prospective medics
arc expected to take the Association
of American 'Medical Colleges' Aptitude
Test at Carroll when it is given here
on November 28th by D r. Edwin Gilchrist, member of the biology staff of
the U niversity. Passing the test is a
normal requirement for entrance into
most American medical schools.
Completion of pre-medica l studies is
not a qualification for entering the examinatio n. However, these studies must
be completed before the fa ll of 1940 if
tho student plans to register at some
medica l school then.
I n the test, the student's general
backgroun d and abil ity to draw accurate conclusions from given data and
assimilate thP. material offered in medical courses as well as his scientific
background will be put to trial. Of
course, both biology and chemistry are
requi red of the entrants as scientific
background.
10,311 stude11ts of 621 colleges took
the test last year.
Prospective entrants should apply to
the registrar. A fee of one dollar will
be required of each. The test will be
held here in Room 101.

(Co11timwd From Page 1)
living in igloos," says the Glacier Priest.
"The ice hut and the village of ice huts as
pictured in some geographies of our boyhood simply do not exist among the Alaskan Eskimos, and apparently never did.
It might be that a party of Eskimo
hunters caught away from home by a
blizzard would dig themselves some sort
of snow or ice shelter, as would anyone
of any common sense under the same cir cumstances. For permanent shelters, however, the Eskimos today build practical
dwellings of corrugated steel with roofs
of wood or walrus hide."
Although Father Hubbard's newest
picture deals almost entirely with the life
of the Eskimo, he is best known for his
pedition during the pat twelve year took
scientific explorations of the vast volcanic
areas of southern Alaska. Previous expeditions during the past twelve years
took Father Hubbard into the steaming,
smoking "Valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes," into the great 21-mile crater of
Aniakchak. The crater is the world's
largest live volcano. He travelled across
the pinnacled ice-fields and over the
treacherous crevices, hundreds of feet
deep, of Mendenhall and Taku Glacie rs.

Raymond McGorray, president of th e
O n December 2, 1939, the Northsenior class, announces th e ap pointme nt ea tern Oh io D ebate Conference will
of William "Bill" Normile as chairman hold its a nnual novice tournament at
of th Thanksgiving Dance. The dance, Case School of Applied Science.
an annual event high-lighted by th e
Joh n Carroll Unive rsity- will be represen ted in this tournament, sponsored
presentation of gold fo otballs to senior for those who have never debated bevarsity fo otball players, will be the at- fore in college, by the newly-formed
traction Thanksgiving N ight, Novem- Freshman Oratorical Society.
ber 23, in th e main ballroom of H otel
The society, orga nized th ree weeks
Hollenden at East Sixth and Superior. ago by nineteen fres hmen, has elected
That colorful, high-stepping JCU
N ormilc heads a nine-man commit- Thon1 as Dunnigan acti ng cha irman, and ~'""'"'""uu u •u• •uu ... u....... u......... .,,,.. ""u""'"u"•uu'"" .. """ .. "'"u" '"" .. "'u .... u............. ,... ".... ,.......... "~
band which has made a commendable tee, including J ohn Heffernan, J ohn J oh n W.hela n acting secretary. Mr. ]. :
J
reputation for itself, offers an invita- Manofsky, Benno Schwartz, J. Vincent D onald Roll, S.]., is the moderator.
~
(;,12,-J\.. ~
~
t~on to _a~! who are interested in mu- Collins, Ralph Napletana, John Spall ino,
"Meetings are held every second and =
stc, to 10111 as soon as possible. It is John Brennan and Richard Breiner. The four th T hursday of the month, and we ~
S
~
the aim of Father William ]. Murphy, committee is considering several local will welcome all pr ospective members ~
u · · H · h
andwiches
·
~
0
S.]., to enlarge the band to a greater l bands. Price of bids, time and other at a ny of our meetings," said Mr. Dun- ~
2 111 w.::::~:~. ~:~: Road
SE Corne~ ~~~i:;~ Wooster
~
number than ever.
details remain to be determined.
nigan, in a n in terv ie\v late today.
;.,nuuumumuu•uumunuwuuuu m m m umuu• u uunutlulllll11tltlllll ll ltlllfl t,u u uu u m•wu u uuu u uuuwuuuumwi
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CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION
of ·the world's best cigarette tobaccos
You'll enjoy every Chest:rfield
you smoke because you'll find them
cooler, you'll like the taste, and
Chesterfields are definitely milder.
There's a big preference for the
cigarette that really satisfies.
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of
the world's best cigarette tobaccos is
the perfect blend to give you more
smoking pleasure. Make your next
pack Chesterfield ... you can't buy a
better cigarette.
In this scene from
Walter Wanger's current hit

ETERNAllY YOURS
as the magician, has
put into the glass globe the right
combination of ingredients Ia praducethe beautiful LOREnA YOUNG ••.
Just as the right combination of
Ingredients (the world's best cigarette tobaccos) are put together in
CHESTERFIELD to give you Real Mildness and Beller Taste.
DAVID NIVEN,

~r your pleasure ...

The&qht
Combination
of the worlds best
cigarette tobaccos
Copyrisht 19)9, L\GGBrr & MYBas TOBACCO

Co.
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